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1. INTRODUCTION 

The recently completed Australian Embassy in Jakarta comprises a 6 level chancery 
building linked at concourse level to a 3 level amenities building, an elevated 
swimming pool and tennis court. A single basement level incorporates car parking and 
maintenance workshops. 

Earthquake design was based on Indonesian codes which had been prepared in the late 
80's on the basis of Codes of Practice drawn up by a combined New 
Zealand/Indonesian Committee as part of a New Zealand Aid Project. Australian 
Standards were used for serviceability design and where requirements were more 
stringent than local codes. 

A quasi-static analysis approach was used for the main building frame. Structural 
element sizes and reinforcement requirements were then established using a capacity 
design procedure whereby columns were sized to ensure that plastic hinges formed in 
the beams framing into them rather than the columns themselves. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE 

The overall structure comprises three separate components separated by a 75 mm 
seismic isolation joint. These components are: 

1. Chancery building and tennis court 
2. Amenities building 
3. Swimming pool 

All three structures are supported on piled foundations. 

Both Chancery and Amenities buildings were designed as rigid insitu reinforced 
concrete frames while the swimming pool structure consisted of reinforced concrete 
shear walls and a base slab forming a rigid box. From the point of view of earthquake 
design the main chancery building provided the most interesting challenge and so will 
be discussed in further detail. Column sizes were typically 700 square and were 
maintained as such for most of the building height except for the upper plant and lift 
motor room levels at which the size reduced to 500 square. 

Column reinforcement varied between 2 and 4 percent and was curtailed at upper levels 
in order to economise on steel. Beams were generally 1250 wide by 500 deep arranged 
in a two way grid in order to form a two way rigid frame. Slabs varied in thickness 
between 180 and 200 mm thick. Reinforced blockwork was used extensively for 
perimeter, internal and lift shaft walls. These walls were detailed so as to be isolated 
from the main structural f1·ame and hence not to interfere with the dynamic 
characteristics of the structure. Stairs were also detailed so as not to tie floor levels 
together. A slip joint at either the base of the stair or at the first landing down from a 
particular level was used to achieve this. 

Typical floor areas for the main Chancery building were approximately 2000 square 
metres for the first 2 levels and 1100 square meters for upper levels. 
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3. DESIGN CODES 

The current Indonesian earthquake code is based on a six volume document called "The 
Indonesian Earthquake Study" which was drawn up by a joint New Zealand/Indonesian 
committee in the late 70's. Volumes 1 to 4 of this document contain background 
information including establishment of seismic zones, earthquake risk and 
establishment of lateral loadings. Volume 5 is a draft code of practice which forms the 
basis of the current lndonesian earthquake loading code. Volume 6 is a manual for the 
design of reinforced concrete and masonry structures in Indonesia. This manual 
categorises various forms of building construction in Indonesia and gives simplified 
rules for design of such buildings. Provided a structure falls within certain geometric 
constraints the simplified methods presented in this manual can be used. If not, then 
the more general approaches outlined in Volume 5 must be used. 

Other related Indonesian codes used in the design of the structure included: 

• N.I 18 1970 Indonesian Loading Code 
Chapters 1 to 4 inclusive and Chapter 6 

• N.I2 1971 Indonesian Reinforced Concrete Code 

• N.I 10 1973 Indonesian Brick Masonry Code 

• N.I5 1978 Indonesian Timber Code 

4. EARTHQUAKE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN APPROACH 

The main structural frame of the Chancery building was analysed using a simplified 
static analysis procedure. The frame was modelled using "SpaceGass" frame analysis 
software and loads were established using a procedure detailed in the Indonesian 
earthquake loading code. This static alllalysis procedure is similar in principle to that 
presented in the current Australian Earthquake loading code, AS 1170.4, and so will not 
be discussed further. 

Of greater interest was the design procedure used to establish structural frame element 
sizes and reinforcement for the columns and beams. The method adopted was a 
capacity design procedure which aimed at ensuring that plastic hinges, if formed, would 
occur in beam elements and not columns so as to avoid a total collapse of the structure 
under extreme earthquake loading. 

The procedure involved the following steps: 

• Obtaining bending moment diagrams for both beams and columns from the frame 
analysis; 

• Designing the flexural reinforcement for the beams using a conventional ultimate 
limit state method; 

• Evaluating the ultimate moment capacity of the beams at each beam-column joint 
location using the actual level of reinforcement provided. This moment capacity 
excludes capacity reduction factors and so represents reasonably closely the true 
ultimate strength of the cross; 

• Factoring the column moments obtained from the frame analysis by the ratio of 
Actual beam capacity I beam moment from analysis; 
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• Applying an additional factor of 1.5 to these column moments to act as a factor of 
safety against column hinge formation; 

• Design axial loads in the columns due to lateral seismic loads on the frame were 
established by summing the beam end shears resulting from the full plastic 
moment being developed at the ends of the beam. This was summed over all 
levels and was combined with dead and live loads. 

The use of this procedure was facilitated by modifying an existing reinforced concrete 
design program to read in the frame analysis results and modify the column moments 
and axial loads automatically prior to calculating levels of reinforcement required in the 
columns. 
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Artificial Ground Motions 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Strong earthquake motion depends on the magnitude, distance and mechanism of the 
earthquake. Characteristics of earthquake motion include peak displacement, velocity 
and acceleration, frequency content, duration and non-stationarity (both wave pulse 
arrivals and variation of frequency content with time). 

Earthquake motion is inherently transient and non-stationary, with arrival peaks, 
exponential decay, and different waves with different frequencies (figure 1). This is the 
result of several wave types being produced by the earthquake source (P, Sand surface 
waves), then reflections, refractions, scattering, diffraction, conversions and other 
complex wave phenomena causing vibrations to continue with an approximate 
exponential decay long after the earthquake rupture has ceased. 
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Figure 1: A seismogram displaying marked non-stationarity, with 
a sharp S wave arrival, and surface waves following. 
Amplitude and frequency content both vary with time. 

The frequency content of vibrations from an earthquake inherently covers a range of 
frequencies. An earthquake does not produce a "characteristic" frequency, and if a 
particular frequency is dominant this is usually the result of resonance at the recording 
site. 

Earthquake ground motion depends on the magnitude, distance and mechanism of the 
earthquake. Most earthquakes have a mechanism involving slip on a fault. This means 
that the ground motion will vary with direction from the earthquake. 
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Large earthquakes usually have higher peak motion than smaller earthquakes, a greater 
proportion of energy at lower frequencies, and longer duration. Higher frequency 
vibrations are attenuated with distance more quickly than lower frequencies. A small 
nearby earthquake, as commonly experienced in Australia, may give short high 
frequency peaks of high amplitude, while large deep earthquakes may have little high 
frequency energy, low peaks, but long duration. 

Accelerograms are required by engineers to produce response spectra, for finite-element 
modelling and for shaking-table motion. Without local recorded strong motion 
accelerograms, records from other places with equivalent tectonics may be used. For 
example, the earthquake. mechanisms and attenuation in New Zealand are similar to that 
in Japan, and it is possible that such similarities may exist between Australia and 
eastern China 

2. SYNTHETIC ACCELEROGRAMS 

Alternatively a synthetic accelerogram may be used, usually scaled from a smaller 
earthquake recorded at the site of interest. Synthetic seismograms are regularly used by 
seismologists for motion at large distances. Synthetics are less successful in describing 
strong motion with higher frequencies near to a large earthquake. 

Scaling should consider peak motion, frequency content, duration and non-stationarity. 
Scaling up by simple multiplication by a constant factor will give a higher amplitude, 
but will not change either the frequency content or the duration. This would give a 
synthetic accelerogram that is too short and has insufficient low frequency energy, 
although the non-stationarity is retained. 

3. FOURIER TRANSFORM 

The Fourier spectrum of an accelerogram is complex, with real and imaginary parts. It 
may be considered in tenns of amplitude and phase spectra. The amplitude spectrum 
provides the energy content at a particular frequency, whilst the phase spectrum 
determines when this energy arrives. Many studies of the frequency content of 
earthquake motion consider only the amplitude spectrum, and it is common to call the 
amplitude spectrum the Fourier spectrum. 

Scaling could be done by considering the amplitude spectrum and discarding the phase 
spectrum. The shape of the amplitude spectrum could be scaled, then transformed back 
to a time series to produce a synthetic accelerogram. 

An amplitude spectrum inherently has many peaks and troughs. If many earthquakes 
have been recorded it is possible to produce a spectral attenuation function that gives an 
average amplitude spectrum as a function of earthquake magnitude, distance and 
possibly other factors. This will be a relatively smooth function with peaks and troughs 
averaged out. It can be used to compute the expected amplitude spectrum for any 
earthquake magnitude and distance. 

The adjustment of the recorded motion can be a multiplication by the ratio of the 
expected amplitude spectrum for the desired magnitude over the expected amplitude 
spectrum for the magnitude of the recorded event This gives an appropriate frequency 
content for the resulting synthetic accelerogram, but non-stationarity is lost. 

Adjusting the resulting time series amplitude envelope so that it resembles an 
earthquake arrival envelope would both modify the chosen spectrum shape and would 
not help with stationarity of frequency content. 
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4. RETAINING PHASE SPECTRA 

If the complex Fourier spectrum is considered in terms of amplitude and phase spectra, 
the phase spectrum component contains information about both amplitude and 
frequency content non-stationarity. If the amplitude spectrum is scaled to an appropriate 
shape, and the original phase spectrum as recorded at the site is retained, the time series 
will have more realistic frequency content and stationarity. 

It is assumed that the non-stationarity in the recorded seismogram is the result of the 
wave paths travelled and the response of the site, that this information is mainly 
contained in the phase spectrum, that it depends only on the relative positions of 
earthquake and site, and so will be much the same for a larger earthquake occurring at 
the site. The seismogram from an earthquake at the appropriate location must be 
selected for scaling. If such an seismogram has not yet been recorded at the site, then 
one recorded in a similar tectonic environment elsewhere and at the appropriate 
distance may be used. 

The response of the recording instrument should be corrected before scaling takes 
place. Transforming between displacement, velocity and acceleration may be performed 
in the frequency domain. 

When this method was first used by Gibson & Wesson (198I), the amplitude spectrum 
used was simply the expected amplitude spectrum for the desired magnitude. 

Scaling the amplitude spectrum by the ratio of the expected amplitude spectrum for the 
desired magnitude over the expected amplitude spectrum for the magnitude of the 
recorded event will give better results. This will retain peaks in the synthetic spectrum 
that were the result of resonance of surface sediments or topography, and will 
incorporate some non-stationarity information contained in the amplitude spectrum. 

The duration of the synthetic accelerogram computed in this way is usually longer than 
the original seismogram, but is probably not long enough. 

Because small earthquakes have limited low frequency motion, this method should not 
be used to scale earthquakes up more than one or two magnitude units. The original 
seismogram should be of high fidelity, with high resolution and a relatively high sample 
rate. 

When this method was first used, the dynamic range of digital seismographs was 
limited, so a relatively small event that did not exceed full scale had to be used. The 
largest event not exceeding full scale was only of magnitude ML 2.5, and this was 
scaled up to magnitude ML 5.5. The resulting synthetic accelerograms (TIM, TIP, 
T2M and T2P) served their purpose at the time, but we now feel that much better 
synthetics can be computed based on larger events recorded on more modem 
equipment. 

5. GREEN'S FUNCTION METHODS 

Alternative methods for computing accelerograms use Green's functions, and consider 
the large earthquake as the total effect from a number of related component 
earthquakes. 

With appropriate specification of the earthquake source mechanism, these should give 
appropriate frequency content, stationarity and duration. These methods require a 
seismogram from the small local earthquake, and a source rupture model for the 
proposed larger earthquake. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The phase spectrum method described above can use empirical data from a selected 
small earthquake on the chosen fault, as recorded at the particular site under study. The 
synthetic accelerogram will have appropriate source frequency content, the motion from 
all wave travel paths will be considered so non-stationarity is maintained (assuming a 
small source size), and the resonance at the site due to surface sediments and 
topography will be included. 

A small earthquake recorded on average once each year could be used to produce a 
synthetic accelerogram for the ten to hundred year earthquake. 
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Return Periods for Essential Facilities 

L.A. McDonald 
NSW Dams Safety Committee, Sydney, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

It is widely recognised that the acceptable level of risk in designing essential facilities to 
withstand natural hazards such as flood and earthquake should, in some way, be related to the 
consequences of failure of the facility. 

However there is currently no wide consensus as to the methodology to be followed. Practice 
varies from industry to industry and even within an industry. This situation reflects, in part, 
the formidable difficulties that arise in dealing withe extreme natural events. 

As one example of present practice, the procedures followed in the design of large dams are 
reviewed. To date in Australia a deterministic approach has been favoured. However there 
is currently a move towards a probabilistic risk assessment approach. 

The deterministic approach has been applied in the design of dams over the last few decades. 
The concepts of Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and Maximum Credible Earthquake 
(MCE) together with that of Hazard Rating are outlined. 

The probabilistic risk assessment approach has had only limited application in the design of 
dams to date, although it has been in use for some years to design system reliability in the 
nuclear power, petrochemical and other process industries. A risk assessment approach has 
considerable attraction as a basis for a more rational allocation of resources. However the 
difficulties in providing required data are formidable; in particular, as regards reliable 
exceedence probabilities (that is return period) for extreme floods and earthquakes. Concepts 
such as expected value and socially acceptable risk are outlined. 

Finally the likely way forward for selecting acceptable flood and earthquake return periods in 
the design of dams is indicated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of selecting return periods in the design of essential facilities for natural 
events such as flood and earthquake has preoccupied designers and safety regulators in 
the dams field over the past several decades. 

A body of practice has evolved and is continuing to develop. The cost of retrofitting 
existing dams to meet modem standards has brought about a sustained critical review of 
traditional standards. Whereas high safety standards can often be built into the design 
of new dams at quite moderate marginal cost increases, the retrofitting of existing dams 
is relatively much more costly. Moreover owners and their constituents generally see 
expenditure to retrofit as non-productive in that it brings no new benefit. Whilst that is 
true in terms of a dam's objective function (water supply, power generation, etc.), there 
are benefits in terms of impr .. wed community safety and reduced liability for the owner; 
but such benefits tend to be overlooked by owners who are preoccupied with allocating 
scarce resources among many competing needs. 

Nevertheless retrofitting of dams is proceeding. Over the last decade, in New South 
Wales alone, some 20 dams have been upgraded to meet current flood and earthquake 
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criteria at a cost of some $250 million. It is likely that, at least, a similar amount 
remains to be spent in NSW to fully overcome safety deficiencies. 

Hopefully therefore, experience and knowledge gained in the dams field may assist in 
looking at return periods for other facilities. At the same time those working with dams 
would welcome the view of designers and regulators working with other facilities. 
There is a real need to move towards a reasonable consistency of approach across 
industries in order to ensure the best use of resources. 

Much of this paper deals with return periods for floods because that is the area that has 
received the most attention in Australia so far. However many of the principles apply 
equally to design for earthquake. 

2. SOME PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES 

Deciding upon return periods is really a decision on acceptable risk. Because major 
facilities generally impose risks on the public the real issue is equity. 

Lowrance (1976) has posed the fundamental question this way "Who should decide on 
acceptability of what risks, for whom, and on what terms, and why?" 

That question has yet to be satisfactorily answered. 

However some issues seem to be reasonably clear. There is a general consensus that 
the design probability of failure (return period) for a facility should be related to the 
consequences of failure; the greater the consequences, the lower the failure probability 
should be. 

Also in looking at failure consequences loss of life is an overriding consideration that 
needs to be considered differently from other consequences. Most other consequences 
can be evaluated in economic terms although environmental damage is an exception. 
More will be said on this later. 

There is also a need to realise that we are not serving the community by designing for 
ever lower risks (or longer return periods). We have to face the fact that there is no 
such thing as absolute safety; and we should educate the community about the residual 
risks of our facilities. As Lehr (1991) puts it: "When you chase risks too far, you not 
only do not eliminate further risk, you actually increase other risks. This happens when 
money is taken out of the community that could be used to eliminate other, more 
important risks instead of trying to reduce a negligible risk to zero." 

Ideally risk levels would be set through meaningful dialogue with an informed 
community. Unfortunately, at present, the issues are too complex and the mechanisms 
for community dialogue too imperfect for this approach to be practical. Media 
distortion and the political process are in fact promoting the misallocation of resources. 
(Sternhell, 1992.) 

In the absence of meaningful dialogue with the community, some objectives have to be 
defined. The following are proposed: 

• that risks are sufficiently low as to be socially acceptable 
• that, as regards risk minimisation, costs of facilities are no higher than is 

necessary to meet the socially acceptable risks 
• that the position of owners and their designers will be defensible in terms of legal 

liability 
• that risks, costs and benefits are distributed as equitably as possible 
• that there is reasonable consistency of approach with other industries. 
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3. WAYS OF LOOKING AT RETURN PERIODS 

Return periods are usually expressed as the average recurrence interval (ARI). This is 
the theoretical average interval that an event equal to or greater than the specified 
magnitude would recur over a very long time period. Thus we speak of the once in 100 
year flood. It could occur next week or it may not occur for another 230 years. It could 
also occur twice in one month. But on average, over a sufficiently long time period, it 
would recur every 100 years. 

People working in the dams field prefer the term annual exceedence probability (AEP) 
particularly for extreme events. This emphasises that it is probability now that we are 
taking about and that we have no interest in discussing the next ice age. 

The chance of an event of a specified return period occurring within a given time period 
is found using the following formula: 

Y- Year EP = [1 - (1-AEP)y] 

where 

Y - Year EP is the exceedence probability of an event of the given AEP 
occurring in a period of Y years. 

Table I shows some values computed using this formula. 

TABLE I. Relationship Between Annual Exceedence Probability (AEP) 
Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) and Exceedence Probability (EP) 

AEP ARIYears Y -year EP for different periods 

Y=50 years Y = 1000 years Y=200 years Y=500 years 

1 in 100000 105 1 in 2000 1 in 1000 1 in 500 1 in 200 

(0.001%) (0.05%) (0.1%) (0.2%) (0.5%) 

1 in 10000 1o4 1 in 200 1 in 100 1 in 50 1 in 20 

(0.01%) (0.5%) (1%) (2%) (5%) 

1 in 1000 103 1 in 20 1 in 10 1 in 5 1 in 2.5 

(0.1 %) (5%) (10%) (18%) (39%) 

1 in 100 100 1 in 2.5 1 in 1.6 1 in 1.2 1 in 1 

(1%) (40%) (63%) (87%) (99%) 

Since dams usually have a useful life in excess of 200 years, a dam designed to 
withstand the 1 in 10,000 year earthquake has about a 1 in 50 chance of failing during 
its useful life. 

Another way of looking at return period is to consider the agency portfolio concept. 
This involves looking at the risk of a dam failure over all the dams within a jurisdiction. 
For example the NSW Dams Safety Committee (DSC) has responsibility for some 200 
dams. If each of these dams had an overall annual failure probability of 1 in 10,000, 
then there is a 1 in 5 chance that one of those dams would fail over the next 10 years. 
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When told that a dam is designed to be safe for the 1 in 10,000 year event, politicians 
and managers generally react with incredulity, considering such a standard as 
outrageously conservative. But a presentation based on the agency portfolio concept 
generally has a sobering effect. 

4. APPROACHES TO DESIGN 

There are two broad approaches to the design of dams for flood and earthquake, 
namely: 

• standards based design 
• risk-based decision making. 

Standards based design has been the traditional approach. Risk-based decision making 
is more recent and much less used but is likely to become the preferred approach. 

5. STANDARDS BASED DESIGN 

Since World War II practice in Australia on dams has largely followed that in the 
United States (with some time lag). 

Originally spillways were designed on the basis of the flood of record on that stream, 
then on records of floods from nearby basins and later on records of floods from a 
whole region. 

However in the 1940's in the United States it was realised that in a storm system, such 
factors as the humidity of the incoming air, the velocity of wind bringing moisture
laden air into the basin, and the proportion of water vapour that can condense as rain 
place limits on the amount of precipitation from the stonn. This thinking gave rise to 
the concept of Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP); an upper limit on possible 
rainfall. The flood resulting from the PMP came to be called the Probable Maximum 
Flood (PMF). 

The PMF approach has now been in use for over 40 years. In the 1970's, following a 
series of disastrous dam failures, the US Government ordered the Corps of Engineers to 
inspect all non-federal dams in the US. In 1978 the Corps published guidelines for this 
purpose (US Anny Corps of Engineers, 1976). The Corps established a three step 
hazard rating, based on the scale of the adlverse consequences in the event of dam 
failure. Loss of more than a few lives or excessive economic loss rated a HIGH hazard 
rating and there were SIGNIFICANT and LOW ratings for lesser consequences. Large 
HIGH hazard dams were to safely pass the PMF whilst small LOW hazard dams were 
to be safe for a 50 to 100 year return period. 

Subsequently the Australian National Committee on Large Dams (ANCOLD) 
published guidelines which followed the Corps of Engineers' system with some 
modification (ANCOLD, 1986). The guidelines defined Incremental Flood Hazard as 
follows: 

"Incremental Flood Hazard: The potential incrementa/loss of life, property and 
services which can be directly attributable to the failure of a dam due to 
inadequate spillway capacity. It is determined from the difference in conditions 
between the Imminent Failure Flood (IFF) and post-failure inundations. This will 
include consideration of the effect of the wave front produced by the dam break 
and associated debris on the areas inundated before failure as well as the 
additional areas of inundation." 
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The basis for assigning hazard categories is set out in Table II. 

The design flood capability of a dam is based upon the hazard rating and Table III sets 
out the design floods recommended by ANCOLD. 

The deterministic procedure using hazard categories and PMF has been adopted 
generally throughout Australia . 

In New South Wales the DSC has adopted the ANCOLD guidelines with some minor 
but important qualifications. Because of difficulties in determining recurrence intervals 
for extreme floods the Committee requires that, for HIGH hazard dams where dam 
failure would be expected to cause loss of life, the design flood shall be the PMF. For 
SIGNIFICANT hazard dams the design flood is to be in the range of the 1:1000 to 
1:10000 AEP flood, but not less than half the estimated PMF. 

TABLE ll. Incremental Flood Hazard Categories 

HIGH SIGNIFICANT LOW 

Loss of identifiable life No loss of life expected, No loss of life expected. 
expected because of but the possibility 
community or other recognised. No urban 
significant developments development and no more 
downstream. than a small number of 

habitable structures 
downstream. 

Excessive economic loss Appreciable economic Minimal economic loss, 
such as serious damage to loss, such as damage to such as farm buildings; 
communities, industrial, secondary roads, minor limited damage to 
commercial or agricultural railways, relatively agricultural land, minor 
facilities, important important public utilities, roads, etc. 
utilities, the dam itself or the dam itself or other 
other storages storages downstream. 
downstream. 

Dam essential for services Repairs to dam practicable Repairs to dam practicable. 
and repairs not practicable. or alternative sources of Indirect losses not 

water/power supply significant. 
available. 

DSC has also clarified hazard ratings and has defined the "sunny day" hazard rating 
which is the case applicable to design for earthquakes. Hazard definitions have been 
extended to include adverse impacts on the environment and on public health. 

Whilst the PMF was originally thought of as an upper limit flood with zero probability 
of being exceeded, it is now recognised that estimates of the PMF do have a small 
probability of being exceeded. Such probabilities cannot be reliably assessed but 
Australian Rainfall and Runoff (The Institution of Engineers, Australia, 1987) has 
published some indicative figures originally produced by Kennedy and Hart (1984). 
These figures are reproduced in Table IV. 
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TABLE Ill. Recommended Design Flood Exceedence Probability 

Incremental Flood Hazard Category Annual Exceedence Probability 

High PMF to 1 in 10000 

Significant 1 in 10000 to 1 in 1000 

Low 1 in 1000 to 1 in 100 

TABLE IV. AEP'S of Various Types ofPMP Estimates Based on Meteorological 
Considerations - Adapted from Kennedy and Hart (1984) 

PMPMETHOD YIN AEP OF 1 IN Y 

Catchment Area (km~) 

102 103 104 105 

Maximisation in situ 103 103 1()3 103 

Maximisation and transposition (with a 106 105 104 103 

transposition area of 105 km~) 

Generalised method (effective transposition 1Q7 1Q6 1Q5 1Q4 
area 106 km~) 

Adjusted U.S. data (effective transposition 1Q8 l.Q1 

area 107 km~) 

Nearly all Australian designers now use generalised methods including the adjusted US 
data. The applicable AEP's are therefore those underlined. 

In rough terms then it can be said that for dams, the failure of which would be expected 
to cause loss of life or major economic loss, the deterministic PMF approach to 
spillway design corresponds to return periods in the range 10,000 to 100,000,000 years. 

As regards earthquakes a similar deterministic approach to that of floods has been 
developed in the United States, although somewhat later in time. An upper magnitude 
event, termed the Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE), is determined on the basis of 
the local tectonic regime. The magnitude of the MCE is often related to the known 
fault lengths. The return periods of the MCE are thought to be lower (in the order of 
500 to 1,000 years) than for the PMF (commonly thought of as 10,000 to 1,000,000 
years) although the reason for this is unclear (US National Research Council, 1985). 
One would think that logically return periods for earthquakes should be similar to those 
for floods since the consequences of dam failure are similar. 

Attempts to follow US practice in earthquake design are being made in Australia but 
practice here is poorly developed. This results, in part, because there have been no 
national guidelines on earthquake design for dams. ANCOLD is in the fairly early 
stages of producing such guidelines. DSC has published interim requirements for dams 
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in New South Wales (DSC, 1993). The key sections of these requirements are 
reproduced below. 

"2.1 High hazard dams are to withstand earthquake shaking, without an 
uncontrolled loss of storage due to partial or complete failure of the dam, for the 
most severe seismic loading that could reasonably occur in the area." 

In this context "reasonably" refers to a near best estimate of the design loading, whether 
it be the MCE in a deterministic approach or loading associated with a design AEP in a 
probabilistic approach. The intention is not to go to the upper bound estimate of the 
design level loading. 

"22 Significant hazard dams are to withstand the most severe earthquake 
shaking that has an annual exceedence probability (AEP) of 1 in 1000." 

"Only load combinations with a joint annual exceedence probability of coincident 
occurrence that is greater than the following values need to be considered: 

High hazard dams -10-5 
Significant hazard dams -10-3 

No seismic loading need be considered in conjunction with Probable Maximum Flood 
(PMF) loading." 

DSC regards these requirements as tentative and has invited designers to submit 
alternative design bases where considered appropriate. 

6. RISK-BASED DECISION MAKING 

Standards arose out of a need for major public agencies to codify their design practices. 
They have served a very useful purpose but are being increasingly criticised as a basis 
for making major decisions on design of large cost facilities. 

Some common objections raised are (see Krouse, 1986- and Shabman, 1986): 

• standards fix the scale and cost of a project without giving any consideration to 
the scale of the risks involved in adopting a lower level of design. 

• standards tend over time to cater for the worst case loadings. 
• standards only ever become more stringent not less stringent. 
• there is generally no formalised mechanism for review of standards. 

Risk-based decision making provides an alternative approach in which project design 
levels can be considered on a cases by case basis. Some of the terms relating to 
processes involved in risk-based decision making are: 

Risk Analysis is essentially the processing of data or information according to 
scientifically based formulae or rules. Economic Risk Analysis is an analysis 
expressed wholly in monetary values. 

Risk Assessment is the weighing of all risk factors, whether tangible or intangible, 
commensurable or incommensurable against costs and benefits as well as social 
acceptability. An important sub-set of Risk Assessment is Quantified Risk 
Assessment (QRA) which is an assessment based essentially on quantified inputs. The 
term Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is sometimes used in place of QRA. 

Risk-Based Decision Making is decision-making which is based on risk assessment as 
a main input. 
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Clearly understood terminology is necessary in undertaking risk assessments. 
Unfortunately usage varies from country to country and across industries. Some 
important definitions used by ANCOLD are: 

HAZARD: That which has the potential for creating adverse consequences. Hazard is 
rated according to the scale of the adverse consequences. 

RISK: The likelihood or probability of adverse consequences~ the downside of a 
gamble. 

UNCERTAINTY: Refers to situations where the likelihood of potential outcomes 
· cannot be described by objectively known probability density functions. 

To undertake a risk assessment it is necessary to weigh the immediate and certain costs 
of facility construction or modification against the future and uncertain consequences of 
facility operation, including the possibility of failure. Basic concepts necessary to this 
process are those of: 

• expected value 
• indemnification cost, and 
• acceptable risk. 

Expected value is the product of probability (or frequency) and consequences. In 
Decision Theory, expected value is the best measure of future consequences. 

There are some fundamental concerns with the concept of expected value. 

One of these is that expected value does not accord with societal responses for 
extremely rare events that have catastrophic consequences. This is termed the zero
infinity problem and has been well expressed by Schneider (1989): 

"There is a widespread perception that whereas professional risk assessors think 
in terms of expected values, the public and politicians fear catastrophes, 
regardless of their placement on some probability - times - consequence scale." 

Another problem is that rare but catastrophic events will often have a low expected 
value because of the low probability. But the expected value is an abstraction that 
never occurs in reality. The real outcome for a facility is often no failure at all or 
failure with the full consequences. As Diewald (1989) says: 

"Results of a quantitative, risk-based analysis reflect probable annual cost, but a 
system failure may result in a single catastrophic loss from which the owner and 
others may never recover; thus the relevancy of the analysis to the interests of the 
parties involved may be questionable." 

Because of such problems, indemnification cost has been put forward as a better 
measure of future consequences (ASCE 1988). This is the present worth cost of 
keeping an owner in the position where be can fully compensate for losses that could 
occur in the future. This approach has merit but has not been used in Australia yet; at 
least not in relation to dams. 

Where consequences such as loss of life and severe environmental degradation are not 
at issue, and all factors can be expressed in economic terms, the risk assessment process 
is straightforward. The procedure is: 

• 
• 

to select a series of options and project design levels, 
to find the capital cost of these, 
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• the find the expected value of project operation and overload damages for each 
design level, 

• to convert both streams of costs to a common basis (either present worth or 
equivalent annual series), by application of an appropriate discount rate. 

• to calculate the various measures of optimality, such as total project and risk costs 
(to be minimised) and benefit-cost ratio (to be maximised), 

• to identify the design level which gives the optimal balance of costs and risks. 

Where loss of life is involved, particularly, as with dams, where those at risk are 
identifiable beforehand, practice is against use of a monetary value on life. In this 
situation the concept employed is that of acceptable risk; that there is a level of risk 
which society finds tolerable and which does not cause concern. 

There are many factors which influence the acceptable risk to life. Among these are: 

• whether the risk is faced voluntarily or is imposed 
• whether, in the event the risk is realised, the persons who die are known before 

the fact or are random persons 
• whether those at risk are workers or employees in the enterprise or are members 

of the public 
• the absolute level of the risks 
• the nature of the risk; that is, whether the consequences would be catastrophic and 

dreaded. 

Two measures of socially acceptable risk to life are in use: 

• individual risk 
• societal risk. 

Both measures are expressed as a band with an upper bound (the Limit) above which 
risks are unacceptable in virtually all circumstances and a lower bound (the Objective) 
below which risks are clearly acceptable. The region in between is subject to the 
ALARP principle; which means that risks are tolerable only if risk reduction is 
impracticable or if its cost is grossly disproportionate (depending on the level of risk) to 
the improvement gained (Melchers, 1993). 

Individual risk is the risk imposed by a facility on particular persons. It looks at the 
probability of death of the person from all causes of, for example, dam failure. Chicken 
(1975) has provided some figures on risks to individuals (Fig. 1). ANCOLD is 
intending to adopt guidelines as follows: 

• For new dams, and upgrading of existing dams, ensure that the average 
risk of death to particular members of the public from dam failure does 
not exceed 10-6 per exposed person per annum. Do not subject any 
person, being a member of the public, to a risk greater than 10-5 per 
annum. 

• For existing dams, individual risks up to 10 times those for new dams 
could be tolerable, subject to application of the ALARP principle." 

Societal Risk criteria are established to reflect society's aversion for disasters. These 
criteria are concerned with the number of fatalities regardless of who the persons are. 
They also consider the fatalities from a particular event rather than looking at the total 
probability of facility failure. They are expressed using f/N curves (frequency of an 
event causing Nor more deaths versus N). 
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The UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE, 1989) have expressed the rationale for 
societal risk criteria this way: 

"There are two main features of disasters which make them significant over and 
above the same number of injuries from a multiplicity of separate small events: 

(a) a disaster focused on one community causes a devastating shock to the local 
community where it happens (e.g. Aberfan, Lockerbie); 

(b) a disaster also causes a shock to the whole nation or even the world (e.g. 
Bhopal). This shock may take the form of initial grief and sympathy 
followed by anxiety and demands for action to reduce the risks of such 
events. Thus there is a profound political reality about the significance of 
such accidents, and an expectation that they will be regulated stringently. 

In addition, a disaster may involve very large property losses, strain on 
emergency services, etc." 
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ANCOLD has adopted interim societal risk criteria as put forward by Higson (1990) for 
the nuclear power industry (Fig. 2). There are reasons for believing that these criteria 
are conservative for dams, so that it may be possible to relax them as more knowledge 
and experience is gained. 

7. THE WAY FORWARD 

In principle risk-based decision making is now widely seen to be preferable to 
traditional standards based design. This is primarily because it treats each situation on 
its merits in weighing future risk costs against initial and continuing project costs. 
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Fig. 2 - Interim ANCOLD Societal Risk Criteria 

The main difficulties with risk-based decision making are: 

• the incomplete development and promulgation of methodology for risk 
assessment 

• the considerable cost and effort involved in obtaining necessary input data (for 
example extent of inundation and flood damage assessment due to dam break) 

• the inability to reliably assign probabilities to extreme natural events such as flood 
and earthquake. 

ANCOLD is currently revising the Design Flood guidelines and is producing guidelines 
on Design of Dams for Earthquake. In both guidelines it is expected that a risk 
assessment approach will be preferred, probably with the previous standards based 
approach allowed as a default case; for example where the project scale does not 
warrant the cost of risk assessment. 

It is expected that effort will now be directed to clarifying risk assessment methodology 
and to finding ways of dealing with intrinsic problems such as the probabilities of 
extreme events. 
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Earthquake Insurance 

B. Peele 
Marsh & McClennan, Melbourne, Austtalia 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At 10.27am on 28 December, 1989, an earthquake with the magnitude of 5.6 occurred 
in the region of Newcastle, New South Wales and changed forever, the insurance 
industry's attitude towards seismic events in Australia. 

Up until that time, insurers had regarded Adelaide as the most vulnerable population 
centre and most had structured their marketing plans, premium ratings, exposures and 
reinsurance treaty limits accordingly. 

In fact most insurers had regarded tropical cyclones, bushfires and floods as more 
potentially damaging natural hazards, certainly more frequently occurring. 

It therefore came as a big shock to most to find such extensive damage occurring in 
what was deemed to be a zero risk zone within the seismic map which at that time was 
part of the Earthquake Code AS2121, 1979. 

Insurers knew of course, that Australia was subject to earth tremors, but a degree of 
complacency had been built up probably due to the relative infrequency of damaging 
seismic events and low payouts for claims. Table 1 illustrates the more recent 
damaging earthquakes in Australia since 1954 for which reliable insurance claims 
records exist. 

2. SIGNIFICANT DAMAGING EARTHQUAKES 

Adelaide 1954 

This event which shook the city and suburbs of Adelaide began to alert insurers and the 
community to the risk of earthquake damage in Australia. There was little doubt that 
the earthquake was caused by movement of the Eden/Burnside fault and it is obvious 
that the future risks of the city will lie on this fault or the Para fault to the north. It is 
equally obvious that the effect on insurers today of a similar event would be much more 
severe than in 1954 when Adelaide was much smaller in area than now. At the time, 
relatively few homes and businesses were insured against earthquake and values were 
also lower. 

In a paper prepared in 1973, J.A. Botta of Crusader Insurance, reported that the 1954 
event was the most costly earthquake for insurers in Australia up to that date with 
30,000 dwellings affected resulting in a total loss to insurers of some $6 million, with 
the average claim being $200. 

Had the event occurred in July 1993, Mr J.K. Staveley has estimated that the modem 
day cost of repairs would have been in the $156M to $160M range. 

The tremors affected one in three dwellings, the main damage in two or three elongated 
zones in the vicinity of suburbs of Darlington, Seacombe Park and to a lesser extent 
Beaumont. There was in addition, damage due to landslips in the hilly suburb of 
Blackwood. 
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TABLE 1. Some Damaging Australian Earthquakes 

Year Location Richter Maximum Original Estimated 
Magnitude Mercalli Insurance Present Day 

ML ScaleMM CostsA$m Insurance 
CostsA$m 

1892 Launceston, T AS 6.9 (est) VII 

1897 Beachport, SA 6.5 (est) VIII 

1902 Warooka, SA 6.0 VII 

1903 Warmambool, VIC 5.3 VIII 

1906 S/W Cont. Shelf, W A 7.4 VIII 

1918 RockhamQton, QLD 6.3 VII 

1935 Gayndah, QLD 5.8 VII 

1941 Meeberrie, W A 7.2 VIII 

1946 Launceston, T AS 6.0 VII 

1948 Robe, SA 5.6 VIII 

1949 Dalton-Gunning, NSW 5.6 VIII 

1954 Adelaide, SA 5.4 vm 6.00 160.00 

1959 Berridale, NSW 5.3 VII 

1961 Robertson - Bowral, NSW 5.6 VII 0.36 2.00 

1968 Meckering, W A 6.8 IX 5.00 17.00 

1972 Wilpena, SA 5.5 VII 1.00 3.00 

1973 Picton, NSW 5.5 VII 0.40 1.00 

1979 Cadoux, WA 6.2 IX 3.50 7.00 

1985 Lithgow, NSW 4.3 VII 0.07 0.10 

1988 Tennant Creek, NT 6.8 IX 2.00 2.50 

1989 Newcastle, NSW 5.6 IX 800.00 952.00 

The amount of damage varied considerably with the type of structure, with the highest 
damage to the older domestic double brick or cavity brick loading walls. On the other 
hand a new and mainly timber built housing estate near Darlington suffered only minor 
damage to brick chimneys and not to the houses themselves, reflecting the recognised 
ability of wood frame buildings to absorb earthquake forces. 

The Mercalli Scale intensities in the centre of Adelaide were said to have reached 5 on 
this occasion but the damage was confined to the southern areas where intensity 
reached 7 or even higher. 

It is noticeable that in Dr George Walker's report on the Newcastle earthquake of 1989 
he remarked that almost all major damage to buildings was related to unreinforced 
masonry construction. He further observed that very little damage occurred to 
weatherboard and brick veneer constructions. 
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This consistent pattern has appeared in each of the Australian earthquakes discussed in 
this paper. 

Robertson/Bowral 1961 

On 22nd May, 1961 a magnitude 5.5 earthquake caused considerable damage to old 
stone buildings within the epicentral region and minor damage to brick builclings in the 
Sydney metropolitan area as well. There is no record of the number of claims or of the 
total outlay by all insurers but the (then) Tariff* insurance companies paid out $361,022 
made up as follows: 

TABLE 2. Robertson/Bowral 1961 

Sydney and Metropolitan Area 

Fire Policies 

Householders' Policies 

Country Areas 

Fire Policies 

Householders' Policies 

Other Claims 

GRAND TOTAL 

(Number of claims not available) 

$2,271 

$105,404 

$15,570 

$237,777 

$94,900 

$361,022 

======== 

NOTE: that prior to the formation of the Insurance Council of Australia Ltd, 
insurance companies in Australia were divided into Tariff and Non-Tariff 
camps with the various Government Insurance Offices acting independently 
to both groups. Consequently the collation of overall insurance industry 
loss figures , was at that time, not as reliable as today. 

Meckering 1968 

An earthquake occurred on 4th October, 1968 with a magnitude variously estimated at 
between 6.75 and 7.25 but generally recognised as 6.8. 

Within the affected area it is reported that Mercalli scale intensities reached 9 in the 
area of greatest destruction and intensity 6 was experienced in parts of Perth on 
reclaimed land along the Swan River. 

Older brick houses were destroyed or seriously damaged while timber frame buildings 
again performed well, as did a reinforced concrete wheat silo which sustained only 
superficial damage although only 2kms from the fracture zone. The main effects of the 
earthquake were directed to the east rather than the west of the epicentre with 
destruction of brick houses 19kms to the east but within 5kms to the west. It is 
estimated that some 35% of buildings escaped damaged altogether despite the high 
intensities. 
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Tariff insurance company losses were $1,340,763 from 7,706 claims. There were no 
insurance policy excesses on private householders policies in the area at that time. 
Claims were divided up as follows: 

TABLE3. Meckering 1968 

Perth Metropolitan Area 

(50km radius from the GPO) 

Fire Policies/Dwellings 33 claims costing $7,850 

Other 357 claims costing $202,258 

Householders' Dwellings 6,450 claims costing $697,748 

Country Areas 

Fire Policies/Dwellings 54 claims costing $22,602 

Other 69 claims costing $80,082 

Householders' Dwellings 743 claims costing $330,223 

GRAND TOTAL 7,706 claims costing $1,340,763 

----- ------------- --------

TABLE 4. Meckering 1968 

A further division of Meckering and Perth claims indicates that: 

(a) By Number: 

• Domestic Policies 94.47% 

• Commercial and Industrial 5.53% 

(b) By Cost: 

• Domestic Policies 78.94% 

• Commercial and Industrial 21.06% 

Total insured losses by both Tariff and Non Tariff insurance companies were estimated 
at $2.7 million at the time but total losses, including uninsured public utilities were 
estimated at $5 million in 1968 

Picton 1973 

An earthquake of magnitude 5.5 occurred on lOth March, 1973 near Picton and 
produced light damage over some 4,000 km mainly consisting of damage to plaster and 
brickwork from the tops of chimneys. There was only one instance of known 
significant damage to goods or stores which occurred in a glassworks in Wollongong. 
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There were 483 claims submitted to Tariff insurers at a total cost of $196,355 this time 
after the general application of a $100 excess on the householders' policies. It is 
interesting to look at the spread of claims made in areas where more than 10 claims 
were reported as follows: 

• Albion Park 11 
• Bowral 27 
• Mittagong 17 
• Moss Vale 13 
• Wollongong 57 

and in addition 115 Sydney suburbs produced claims owing to the widespread nature of 
the damage which occurred as a result of this relatively minor earthquake. As with the 
Robertson/Bowral earthquake, on the assumption that non tariff losses were as great as 
those faced by Tariff insurance companies, it may be assumed that the total insured 
losses (before the application of the excesses) may well be doubled. 

Cadoux 1979 

No information appears to be available from the ICA other than the total cost to 
insurers. 

Newcastle 1989 

The following figures have been supplied by the Insurance Council of Australia and 
cover the period up to 30 November, 1990. 

TABLE 5. Newcastle 1989 

Domestic Commercial Total 

Number of claims made (1990) 56,728 5,520 62,248 

Number of claims settled (1990) 31,200 2,539 33,739 

As a Percentage 55% 46% 54% 

Paid Claims $385,000,000 

Outstanding Claims $443,000,000 

Total $828,000,000 

Estimated Business Interruption $25,000,000 

Component 

Commonwealth Bank Insurances and $26,000,000 

Defence Services Homes Insurances 

(estimated 1990) 

GRAND TOTAL (1990) $879,000,000 

Insurance Council of Australia reported that 300 new claims were being recorded per 
week at that time. There was also a significant increase in claims being reopened. It is 
estimated that between 50% - 60% of domestic claims will be reopened for further 
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consideration due to the movement of the earth in the period of time following the 
earthquake. Note: The above figures are from the Insurance Council of Australia 
member companies and the GIO. The figures were provisional at 30 November 1990. 
The figures were net of policy deductibles. 

Other Damaging Australian Earthquakes 

As can be seen from Table 1 there have been a number of other damaging earthquakes 
in Australia prior to the Adelaide earthquake of 1954. The largest earthquake recorded 
in Australia occurred in 1906 off the coast of Western Australia. It registered 7.4 on the 
Richter Scale. Because this scale is logarithmic, it means that this particular earthquake 
was about 100 times as strong as the earthquake which struck Newcastle. The amount 
of damage which would have been caused to Newcastle or to any other Australian 
centre of population can be only imagined from this. 

3. EARTHQUAKE INSURANCE 

There was widespread under-insurance and there were many people without insurance 
at all in Newcastle at the time of the earthquake. There were many stories of property 
owners without any insurance cover and those where the total losses were paid out in 
cases where the sums insured were totally inadequate meant that many people failed to 
receive full indemnity for their loss. 

At the same time the earthquake highlighted the significant exposure which the 
underwriters have when issuing standard reinstatement and replacement value 
conditions under the modem insurance policy wordings. 

Commercial property insurances additionally cover extra cost of reinstatement 
conditions which are required to comply with the requirements of any Act, regulation or 
by-law of any municipal or other statutory authority. 

Under the terms of reinstatement and replacement value covers, the insured person is 
entitled to repair (if possible) or rebuild to a condition substantially the same as, but not 
better or more extensive than the building's condition when new. This can be very 
costly in the case of period architecture with particular features not normally 
incorporated into modem construction. Many historical buildings, such as church 
buildings, were damaged. The cost of repairing these surprised most underwriters. 

At the time of the Newcastle earthquake, most insurance policies carried the standard 
earthquake deductibles as follows: 

Householders' policies 

Industrial Special Risks policies (ISR) 
and Fire Policies on commercial property 

Usually $200 per claim 

Usually $20,000 or 1% of the total 
asset value at the property which the 
earthquake damaged, whichever is the 
lesser. 

Earthquake policy deductibles were introduced to the standard policies soon after the 
1968 Meckering event but initially were half in value of those described above. It is 
believed that because of the Newcastle 1989 event the Insurance Council of Australia is 
re-examining the adequacy of the standard recommended advisory deductibles 
described above. 
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4. INSURANCE MARKET TRENDS 

Insurance market trends around the world today indicate a reduction of property 
insurance capacity and a subsequent increase in price of cover. 

The losses experienced by the worldwide insurance market during the last 7 years have 
been unprecedented. Human error and natural catastrophes occurring during the soft 
market cycle of the mid 1980's have dramatically hit insurance corporations and Lloyd's 
syndicates alike. Capital reserves have been substantially eroded and the losses borne 
by some "names" in Lloyd's have been disastrous. The result has been that many 
companies and syndicates have been unable to weather the storm and there have been a 
number of failures and enforced mergers of insurance companies. 

Simultaneously many insurers have withdrawn from writing business in higher risk 
areas. 

It has been estimated that some 30% of Lloyd's members have resigned from the market 
with a resulting drop in capacity being offered by Lloyd's syndicates. Similarly, the 
capacity available from the general insurance market has reduced. 

Underwriters are now more concerned with their aggregate exposures and therefore 
risks will now only be written on a basis of 100% values in order to keep a tighter 
check on overall exposures. 

The enormous losses of recent years have taken their toll on the availability of cheap 
reinsurance. Such reinsurance capacity sustained the worldwide insurance market 
during the late 1980's enabling direct underwriters to maintain ratings and premiums 
below break-even levels. Many direct insurers have now found it increasingly difficult 
to retain their insurance programmes with any level of capacity and at an economic 
cost. The losses of the past have now forced reinsurers to increase reinsurance costs by 
up to 300% and they have themselves imposed restrictions of cover limiting the scope 
of coverage direct insurers are now able to offer. 

There is now a "hard" insurance market and the message is that this hard market will 
continue for a minimum of 2 to 3 years. 

Despite these difficulties, the Australian insurance market is still offering earthquake 
insurance to Australian asset owners for 100% of insured values. More attention is 
being paid to policy wordings and individual underwriting particularly of larger risks 
and of the aggregate of the softer domestic risks which have suffered so badly in the 
recent earthquakes. 

5. SELF INSURANCE 

There has been a trend towards self insurance by way of risk management in the form 
of captives and other alternative risk transfer mechanisms. Today there are over 3,000 
registered captive insurance companies around the world. Most of the major 
corporations around the world have set up or are in the process of reviewing the 
feasibility of setting up a captive insurance company. Captives are able to retain risk in 
certain classes for coverage not available or deemed to be too expensive from the 
commercial market (such as earthquake in the primary risk area) and the captive then 
self insures this area. The captives may then, by reinsurance, transfer risk in higher 
catastrophe areas direct to the professional reinsurance market. 

Despite the fact that the Newcastle earthquake was the most costly event in Australia's 
insurance history the insurance industry is still offering earthquake insurance for 100% 
of insured values. This has come about because the Australianinsurance market makes 
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up less than 5% of the world insurance market and even a loss of the magnitude of the 
Newcastle earthquake is not much more than a ripple in the international scene. 
Nevertheless, Australians are now paying higher prices and this hard market cycle is 
expected to continue for at least the next 2 to 3 years. 
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Hazard Microzonation of Melbourne 

R.J. Blong 
School of Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, Australia 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper outlines the main ingredients of earthquake damage scenarios, with 
particular reference to Australia, and (i) examines some of the refinements, including 
sensitivity studies, that need to be developed for existing models, and (ii) considers 
extensions that need to be made to scenarios if they are to be of value for disaster 
management and mitigation. 

The ingredients of earthquake damage scenarios 

Earthquake damage scenarios are developed for a number of purposes including the 
estimation of loss of life, damage to buildings, losses of infrastructure such as transport 
and communication networks and assessment of economic damage. Such studies have 
been carried out for a number of earthquake-vulnerable cities around the world; some of 
the best scenarios have been evaluated recently in Erdik and Tucker (1993). In 
Australia, damage scenarios have been developed most commonly for the insurance 
industry to assist in the estimation of Probable Maximum Losses (PMLs), sometimes 
called Maximum Probable Losses (MPLs). Most of these studies have concentrated on 
potential building damage in individual cities but few methodologies have been 
published and little is known publicly about the magnitude of the losses that have been 
estimated. 

The main ingredients of an earthquake damage scenario are: 

1. A map of ground shaking potential, usually based on geology or soil 
characteristics. Most studies utilise existing maps at scales of about 1 :50,000 to 
1 :250,000; 

2. Selection of a potential series of potential earthquake hypocentres or, more 
commonly, just one or two hypocentres; 

3. Selection of functions expressing attenuation of ground shaking with distance 
from the hypocentre; 

4. The establishment of relationships between ground zones and the Modified 
Mercalli Intensity scale; 

5. A portfolio of vulnerable elements; for example, people, buildings or lifelines, 
and some knowledge of their distributions. 

6. A series of functions relating loss ratios for, say, differing construction types, to 
Modified Mercalli Intensity Intensities. 

7. Estimation/calculation of losses. 

While the list above provides a simple list of ingredients it is possible to suggest a 
number of problems and refinements to the methodology. 
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2. GEOLOGY MAPS 

Geology maps in Australia usually provide very poor descriptions of the geotechnical 
properties of soils relevant to studies of ground shaking potential. For example, there is 
usually little data on the thickness of unconsolidated deposits, on the depth to the water 
table, the size grading or the variability of the layers. Most maps, compiled by 
geologists interested in hard rather than soft rocks, provide few subdivisions of the 
Quaternary and Holocene deposits, the units which generally provide the highest 
earthquake damage potential. 

3. GROUND SHAKING POTENTIAL 

Despite these problems it should be recognised that the proportion of suburbs in cities 
such as Sydney and Melbourne underlain by unconsolidated deposits is relatively small. 
When the postcodes of Sydney were divided into 5 zones based on ground shaking 
potential only 13 out of 203 postcodes (less than 3% of the area), fell in Zones 4 and 5, 
the areas with potentially the most severe ground shaking (Blong, 1993a). Nonetheless, 
it must be recognised that a postcode with below average ground shaking potential may 
include several areas of very poor foundations. ln a later study of Melbourne, the 
ground shaking potential of 4315 Census Collection Districts (CCDs) was identified 
using the same 5-point scale. This study suggested that 10% of the area of Melbourne 
were underlain by Zone 4 and 5 (Blong, 1993b). Because postcodes with average areas 
of 8.5 Ian2 were used in the Sydney study and CCDs with average areas of 0.9 kffi2 in 
the Melbourne study it is not possible to directly compare the results. 

Maps of ground shaking potential can also be based on analyses of shear wave 
velocities or microtremor surveys. However, most studies using shear wave velocities 
require conversion of SPT values using empirical relationships (e.g., lEA, 1990). 
Microtremor surveys would seem to have much greater capacity for determining ground 
shaking potential, but studies to date have been limited to Perth and Newcastle (Gaull et 
al., 1992; Somerville et al., 1993). Whatever the increased precision in the estimation of 
ground shaking potential that results from such methods it is still difficult to avoid 
converting these estimates to Modified Mercalli Intensities as most loss curves are 
expressed in these units. 

4. POTENTIAL EARTHQUAKE EPICENTRES 

Most earthquake damage scenarios for individual cities select only a few potential 
epicentres. Some studies use only one epicentre following an apparently rigorous 
analysis of past earthquakes in a pathetically short historic record. Where faults have 
been identified it is usually assumed that future earthquakes will occur on these faults 
even though the Quaternary stratigraphy is so poorly known that there is little chance 
that many of the potentially active faults have been identified. Even in California, 
where serious efforts have been made to identify active faults, "new" faults are 
"discovered" each year. 

With these comments in mind, it seems sensible to consider a reasonable number of 
epicentres (and magnitudes and hypocentres), where the intention is to estimate 
possible casualties, building losses or infrastructure damage. Table 1 illustrates the 
range of losses expressed as % PML (estimated damage/insured value) for domestic 
construction (houses) in Sydney in M=4.6, 5.6 and 6.6 earthquakes using an average % 
loss curve derived from a preliminary survey of Newcastle loss data. A total of 193 
earthquakes modelled were assumed to have hypocentres at a depth of 11 km, with 
each epicentre located at the centroid of a different postcode. The range of data are also 
illustrated in Figure 1 for a M=5.6 earthquake and using loss data based on a number of 
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overseas % loss curves. The mean % PML was 1.3% and the maximum % PML was 
2.4%. In the absence of adequate information about the location of active faults, it is 
assumed that an earthquake originating at any one potential hypocentre is as likely as 
any other. 

TABLE l. Selected Statistics - PML for Sydney earthquakes ($millions) 

Earthquake Magnitude 
PML 

4.6 5.6 6.6 

MeanPML 220 3,100 8,600 

MaximumPML 750 4,700 11,000 

Minimum PML 0 185 2,400 

Most of the spread of estimated losses shown in Figure 1 results from changes in 
estimated losses as the juxtaposition of house construction types and ground shaking 
potential changes with attenuation of ground shaking with distance from the 
hypocentre. The highest % PML results when an earthquake is located beneath a 
postcode in such a way that ground shaking potential is maximised in the greatest 
number of postcodes with poor ground and high proportions of houses that are most 
susceptible (i.e., masonry construction) to earthquake damage. Damage in the postcode 
in which the epicentre is located, despite proximity to the hypocentre, may be minimal 
because the geology consists of ancient hard rocks forming gentle slopes, construction 
styles are more earthquake resistant (e.g. timber houses), or there are relatively few 
structures in the postcode. 
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Figure 1 -The Range of% PML's Associated with 
an M = 5.6 Earthquake in Sydney 

As Figure 1 shows a significant number of earthquake epicentres produced % PML 
estimates of less than 1%. At least some of these results are an artefact of the method 
used. The area of Sydney studied (Insurance Council of Australia Risk Accumulation 
Zones 41-43) excluded the Blue Mountains and areas to the north of Broken Bay. This 
means that although earthquake epicentres located near the periphery of the area studied 
produce damage both inside and outside the study area, only damage located inside the 
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study area is estimated here. These results suggest that the mean % PML estimates will 
also be low. 

Despite these difficulties, Figure 1 emphasises that there can be a wide spread in 
damage estimates and that approximations of damage or PML estimates that rely on 
only a few hypocentres should be treated with caution. Sensitivity studies, indicating 
variations in potential losses resulting from (often poorly-based) assumptions about 
epicentrallocations, hypocentral depths, and ground zonation - MMI relationships must 
be carried out if PML estimates are to have real value. Whilst Australian scenarios 
seldom include such sensitivity studies, some reassurance comes from the fact that 
similar considerations have been carried out in overseas studies equally rarely. 

5. DAMAGE CURVES 

One of the most crucial elements of damage scenario construction is the loss % -
ground shaking curve. Percent loss is usually expressed in dollar terms as the ratio of 
the cost of repair to replacement value or insured value. Ground shaking intensity is 
almost always expressed as Modified Mercalli Intensity, though some data have been 
expressed in terms of the MSK intensity scale (Grunthal, 1993: Chandler et al, 1991). 
Numerous sets of curves have been published in one fonn or another (see Blong, 1992), 
but few curves indicate the amount of scatter in the data or provide any indication of the 
confidence with which they can be used. However, some data have been published in 
the form of a probability matrix. Often, the earthquakes which produced the loss data 
used in curve construction are not indicated. 

Earthquake damage to residential structures is likely to be a function of a range of 
building-related factors including, construction material, connections and fastenings, 
height, age of structure, building code, quality of workmanship and maintenance, 
symmetry and orientation of the building. The relative importance of these factors is 
difficult to determine and probably varies with construction material, quality of 
workmanship and age as well as with location in relation to the earthquake hypocentre, 
quake magnitude and ground conditions. Table 2, based on a recent review by 
Cochrane and Schaad (1992), provides a valuable summary of MMI - mean damage 
ratio (MDR) relationships for brick, brick veneer and timber construction where the 
following definitions apply: brick - unreinforced brick or solid block bearing walls; 
brick veneer- wood frame with brick veneer finish; timber- wood frame with a light 
exterior wall finish such as plaster, stucco or weatherboard. Cochrane and Schaad 
(1992) also recognise age-influence factors; for example, brick construction more than 
40 years old is likely to suffer MDR 1.5 times, and construction less than 15 years old 
experience MDR 0.8 times, those shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Mean damage ratios(%) for brick, brick veneer 
and timber construction 

MMI Brick Brick Veneer Timber 

6 1.5 0.7 0.22 

7 6.8 3.6 1.3 

8 26 14 5.0 

9 60 27 15 

10 100 38 22 
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The major problem with existing earthquake damage curves is that the construction 
styles from which the loss curves have been developed may bear little relationship to 
those used in Australia. Chandler et al. (1991) have related Damage States and the% of 
low-rise brick masonry buildings damaged in the Newcastle earthquake to other world
wide data using the MSK-1981 scale but their relatively small sample (perhaps 300 
buildings) includes both commercial and residential structures in Newcastle and does 
not readily allow dollar losses to be computed. Newcastle % loss curves compiled by 
Blong (1992) use insurance industry data compiled on a postcode basis; as the postcode 
boundaries do not coincide with either geological or the MMI boundaries, it is difficult 
to judge their validity. Irish (1992) provides valuable data including two loss curves, 
but construction types are inadequately differentiated and his concern is largely with 
losses at a substantial distance (>100 km) from the epicentre. Similarly, Irwin Johnston 
et al. (1991), afford valuable insights into the structural behaviour of residential 
buildings in Newcastle, but no loss data that can be used to quantify losses in other 
cities. 

In short, despite the damage to (and insurance claims for) thousands of houses in the 
Newcastle earthquake, we must still rely, in large part, on % loss curves of doubtful 
origin and dubious applicability to assess the likely probable maximum losses that 
could result from earthquakes located near other Australian cities. Furthermore, we 
have little idea, at a detailed level, of the building items that produce the bulk of the 
damage bill. 

6. GROUNDFAILURE 

Ground failure effects during earthquakes include slope failure, lateral spreading and 
liquefaction. There is no evidence that any of these effects occurred during the 
Newcastle earthquake (Irwin Johnston et al., 1991), and occurrences of ground failure 
effects in Australian earthquakes are probably rare. However, accounts of the M=7.7 
Baguio (northern Luzon) earthquake in July 1990 indicate just how important ground 
failure can be, even when compared with ground shaking (Wieczorek et al., 1991). 

Traditionally, the Modified Mercalli Intensity scale has confounded ground shaking and 
ground failure effects with the latter regarded as indicative of higher MM intensities 
(XI and XII). Recently, the revised (1991) New Zealand version of the scale has 
dropped intensities 11 and 12, recognising that the scale confused two groups of 
phenomenon and that ground failure effects can occur in areas where other damage to 
buildings etc., indicated much lower intensities. For example, in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s a number of earthquakes in California with magnitudes between 5 and 6, 
and maximum MMI of 7 and 8, produced a variety of landslides (Keeffer, 1984). 
Similarly, the 1968 Ebino earthquake in Kyushu triggered hundreds of landslides even 
though the magnitude was only 5.7 (Tanaka, 1985). 

Although considerable efforts have been made to estimate losses associated with 
ground shaking in Australia, it seems that no attention has been paid to the possible 
consequences and costs of ground failure. With suburban spread onto failure-prone 
hillslopes in many cities (e.g., northern and northwestern Sydney, western Wollongong, 
eastern and northeastern Melbourne), there would seem to be some potential for 
earthquake-induced landsliding, particularly if a moderate earthquake occurred during a 
La Nina wet period. 

Table 3 indicates the varying susceptibility of youthful deposits to liquefaction during 
strong ground shaking based on the work of Youd and Perkins (1978, modified after 
Finn (1993). Because most geologic maps in Australia make a poor fists of 
differentiating such youthful deposits, it follows that alternative investigations are 
required. Numerous liquefaction potential mapping techniques have been developed by 
Japanese geomorphologists. Examination of the relationships between epicentral 
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distance, earthquake magnitude and the propensity for liquefaction to occur suggest that 
liquefaction has occured at 8-9 km in M=6, and 50-60 krn in M=7 earthquakes (Finn, 
1993). It would seem prudent to examine the liquefaction potential and associated 
consequences in areas such as Port Melbourne and Botany Bay. 

TABLE 3. Susceptibility of youthful deposits to liquefaction 

Deposit type Distribution of Susceptibility to Liquefaction when 
Cohesionless saturated (by age of deposit) 

sediments 

<500y Holocene Pleistocene 

Floodplain locally variable high moderate low 

Delta wide~read very high high moderate 

Estuarine locally variable high moderate low 

Lacustrine variable hi_gh moderate low 

Colluvium variable high moderate low 

Talus widespread low low very low 

Dunes widespread high moderate low 

Residual soils rare low low very_ low 

Uncompacted fill variable very high -- --
Comi>_acted fill variable low -- --

Although it is doubtful that significant tsunami have been created directly by Australian 
earthquakes, tsunami have certainly been produced on the Australian coastline by 
offshore earthquake. The best known of these include the tsunami produced on the 
northwest coast by the earthquake (M=7.7) in the Lesser Sunda Islands (Indonesia) on 
19 August 1977. Tsunami waves were reported in Dampier, Port Sampson and Cape 
Leveque and reached heights of 2, 2-4 and 6 m respectively (!TIC, 1977). On the east 
coast of Australia, relatively small tsunami produced minor damage in Sydney and 
Newcastle harbours in August 1868 (Sydney Morning Herald, August 18-19, 1868). 
These tsunami were generated by the Africa earthquake which produced great damage 
in southern Peru and northern Chile. It is also possible that tsunami could be generated 
in areas such as Port Philip Bay as a result of earthquake-induced submarine landslides. 
Thus, it may also be prudent to examine the inundation potential of selected areas of 
coastline. 

7. HUMAN VULNERABILITY 

The Newcastle earthquake resulted in only 12 or 13 deaths. Although we have no clear 
idea of the total economic cost of the earthquake, the insured loss in $1990 dollars was 
more than $800 million and the total cost may have been nearly double that. These 
rough figures suggest that the economic costs were more than $100 million per death 
and it is easy to focus on the costs rather than the deaths. However, there is little doubt 
that the death toll could have been much higher if the quake had occurred at 11 am (or 
much lower if it had been timed at 4 am). 
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Attempts to model the costs of potential earthquakes in Sydney and other capital cities 
have focused almost entirely on damage to buildings, particularly residential buildings. 
So far as I am aware, no efforts have been made to model the human vulnerability, 
specifically deaths, resulting from a range of earthquake locations and magnitudes. 

Simple models of human vulnerability have been developed overseas. Table 4 (after 
Mendes-Victor et al., 1993), establishes broad relationships between Modified Mercalli 
Intensities and death rates for anticipated earthquakes in Lisbon, based in part on data 
from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. It is considered that there is a two-thirds 
probability that actual casualties will be between 0.5 and 1.5 times those in the Table. 

TABLE 4. Population Vulnerability 

Modified Mercalli Estimated Human casualties per 
Intensity million inhabitants 

6 None 

7 10 

8 150 

>8 500 

Because the amplitude of ground shaking and the vulnerability of buildings varies 
across a city and as the location of the population varies with the time of the day more 
complex models are required for time-dependent scenarios. Rojahn (1993, based on 
A TC, 1985) related a Central Damage Factor (%) to the fraction of the population killed 
(Table 5), noting that the estimates apply to all types of construction except light steel 
and wood frame (for which the numerator should be multiplied by 0.1). 

More penetrating analyses of deaths and injuries in past earthquakes are now under way 
(e.g. Durkin, 1992; Murakami, 1992, Coburn et al., 1992), so that it should be possible 
to develop new models, and to modify them where necessary for Australian conditions, 
in the next few years. 

TABLE 5. Serious injury and death rates 

Central damage Fraction with Fraction Killed 
Factor(%) Serious Injuries 

0 0 0 

0.5 1/250,000 1/1,000,000 

5 1/25,000 1/100,000 

20 1/2,500 1/10,000 

45 1/250 1/1,000 

80 1/25 l/100 

100 2/5 l/5 
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8. LIFELINES 

Perhaps the most serious omission from Australian earthquake damage scenarios 
concerns lifelines - gas, electricity and water utilities and their reticulation webs, 
transport networks, and communication systems. An excellent view of the potential 
losses to lifelines has been provided by Tiedemann (1992), and numerous individual 
studies can be found in the 10 volumes of the Proceedings of the lOth World 
Conference on Earthquake Engineering (1992). Undoubtedly, utility companies have 
learnt a good deal from the Newcastle earthquake but collective observations needs to 
be produced and integrated into earthquake damage scenarios. 

Integrated damage scenarios 

Earthquake damage scenarios for Australian scenarios, stimulated by the 1989 
Newcastle earthquake, have focused largely on the the cost of potential damage to 
residential buildings though it is understood that several unpublished studies also 
examine costs to commercial and industrial buildings. While it is certain that by far the 
largest proportion of the insured losses resulted from the residential building sector in 
the Newcastle earthquake, it is by no means certain that this is true of the uninsured 
sector. Furthermore, it is not clear that costs would be in similar proportions for similar 
earthquakes in other cities, or for earthquakes of larger magnitude. 

In the damage scenarios undertaken so far little attention has been paid to disaster 
management. Where disaster management or disaster reduction are among the aims of 
the scenarios, the examination of possible consequences must be wide-ranging, 
including not only the effects of ground shaking and ground failure but also collateral 
(secondary) hazards such as inundation and fire. Buildings (residential, commercial, 
industrial, public), transport and communication networks, public utilities, human 
vulnerability and economic sectors all need to be considered. Few earthquake scenarios 
are all-embracing but excellent examples are available for Saitama Prefecture in Japan, 
Lisbon, and Vancouver (see, for example, Kaneko, 1993; Mendes-Vietor et al., 1993; 
Ventura and Schuster, 1993). 

Wide-ranging as such studies are, we should ask whether they are comprehensive 
enough. It is important to have an integrated earthquake damage scenario for, say, 
Brisbane as there is a finite probability that a damaging earthquake will affect this city 
sooner or later. But the question should be asked how the likelihood of this hazard 
compares with the possibility of a damaging tropical cyclone or flood or hailstorm. 
Which of these natural hazards would produce the most damage (or the most damage 
integrated over 50 or 100 years)? Are 1the same sectors of the population and the 
economy vulnerable to each hazard or are the costs (and benefits) distributed differently 
in each case? 

If the aim of damage scenarios is, ultimately, disaster reduction or damage mitigation, 
then scenarios must be not only integrated and wide-ranging, but they must also 
consider a range of natural hazards using uniform methodologies so that the results can 
be readily compared and the benefits of disaster reduction can be maximised. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Earthquake damage scenarios for Australian cities require much better data about 
the aspects of geology and soils that influence ground shaking potential than are 
currently available. 

2. Far too little information on building damage as a result of the 1989 Newcastle 
earthquake has been analysed in a form that can be used to estimate building 
losses in other Australian cities. 
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3. Major areas of uncertainty exist in PML studies as a result of selection of only a 
few earthquake epicentres. These uncertainties need to be expressed and reduced. 

4. Potential damage resulting from ground failure has been neglected in earthquake 
damage scenarios. Such damage, and that resulting from collateral hazards needs 
to be recognised and modelled. 

5. The importance of lifelines in earthquake damage scenarios has largely been 
ignored. 

6. In the Australian context, where damaging earthquake frequencies are relatively 
low, integrated hazard studies which consider the susceptibilities of a wide range 
of elements of the built environment, communication and transport networks, 
public utilities and human vulnerability to a range of natural hazards must be 
undertaken if disaster management and mitigation is to be cost effective. 

7. The problems identified in Australian earthquake damage scenarios are not just a 
local problem - they afflict most such studies. 
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